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This contribution uses a 3 dimensional coastal area numerical model, DHI's MIKE3, to simulate the impact of storm
and surge events on offshore sandbanks. Three offshore sandbanks in the Bristol Channel are considered due to the
region's sensitivity to anthropogenic pressures and the gradients in wave and tidal forcing in the area. Two extreme
storm and surge events are simulated: one co-incidentwith spring tide and the otherwith neap tide. Reference sim-
ulations of astronomical tidal forcing only are also presented. It is shown that for the two sandbanks with greater
wave exposure, storm conditions can provide a mechanism for the maintenance of crest position. For these cases,
bed level changes over the crest are in the opposite direction compared to astronomically forced change. For the
least wave exposed bank, both wave and tide only cases exhibit similar patterns of bed level change. Volumetric
changes under astronomical forcing are shown to vary with changing maximum tidal current. Accretion occurs
over a neap tidal cycle for all three sandbanks and as maximum tidal current increases the amount of accretion in-
creases; however, over a spring tidal cycle accretion is observed for the less tidally dominated site but increasing
maximum tidal current leads to reduced accretion and then erosion for themost tidally dominated bank. Volumetric
changes under stormconditions are related to sandbankmorphology and setting rather than relativewave exposure.
The two single banks closely tied to headlands show similar magnitude of percentage volumetric change despite
being at the two extremes of wave exposure and greater erosion occurs over the neap tide event. The sandbank
that has associated secondary banks shows lesser percentage change and greater erosion over the spring tide event.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Offshore sandbanks have societal importance as a form of natural
coastal protection (Dolphin et al., 2007), a source of aggregates (Idier
et al., 2010; Phillips, 2008; Van Lancker et al., 2010), sites for offshore
wind installations and an important marine habitat (Atalah et al.,
2013). Sandbanks can be important fish nursery areas (Neill, 2008)
and the ecosystem function of offshore sandbanks mean that they are
candidate SACs under the EU habitats directive (Atalah et al., 2013).
Work conducted on sandbanks around the Welsh Coast has shown
that the biological assemblages of sandbanks are distinct from other
nearshore areas (Kaiser et al., 2004). The coastal protection function of
offshore sandbanks is primarily related to wave dissipation over sand-
banks leading to reduced wave energy on the lee side. Wave conditions
have been linked to water depth over a sandbank (Park and Vincent,
2007). Model studies have shown that inshore wave height can vary
by 0.5 m depending on tidal level (Coughlan et al., 2007). Sediment
transport links between beaches and sandbanks have also been
suggested (Dolphin et al., 2007; Phillips, 2008).

A significant body of work has investigated the dynamics of offshore
sandbanks both via numerical modelling and experimental studies.

Work has focussed on the role of tidal currents in bank formation and
maintenance (Berthot and Pattiaratchi, 2005, 2006; Collins et al., 1995;
Neill, 2008; Pattiaratchi and Collins, 1987), short term tidally induced
sediment dynamics (Bastos et al., 2004), long term morphological
(Horrillo-Caraballo and Reeve, 2008; Reeve et al., 2001) and volumetric
changes (Lewis et al., 2014), sediment transport pathways around sand-
bank systems (Schmitt and Mitchell, 2014), between the nearshore and
sandbanks (Dolphin et al., 2007) and on the behaviour and morphology
of associated bedforms (Bastos et al., 2002; Scmitt et al., 2007). More re-
cently, work has been conducted on the role of wave driven transport,
however, there is not a large body of work focussing on wave or storm
driven processes (Giardino et al., 2010). Measurement campaigns have
shown that not only can storms reduce crest elevations but that grain
size distributions can be affected with winnowing of material on the
crest and deposition of finer particles in more sheltered areas
(Houthuys et al., 1994). It has been demonstrated that waves can both
magnify the quantity and alter the direction of sediment transport
around sandbanks (Pattiaratchi and Collins, 1988). This means that
there is the potential for storm events to have a role in the long term
maintenance of sandbanks. However, there is some disagreement on
the importance of storm impacts on sandbank morphology given their
episodic nature. Measured data on sediment concentration on the
Middelkerke Bank showed that over a 40 day period the majority of
transport occurred during a few hours where large waves and strong
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current combined (Vincent et al., 1998). Conversely, other researchers
hold that the infrequent nature of storms mean they are not important
compared to the background stirring effect of low energy waves (van
de Meene and van Rijn, 2000).

There is increasing pressure on the Bristol Channel environment
both from industrial developments and climate change. Significant re-
newable energy infrastructure projects have been proposed in the Bris-
tol Channel region such as tidal stream turbines (Ahmadian et al., 2012;
Ahmadian and Falconer, 2012), the Severn Barrage (Xia et al., 2010), the
Atlantic Array windfarm and various tidal energy lagoons (TLSB, 2014).
These have the potential to impact wave (Fairley et al., 2014) and hy-
drodynamic (Xia et al., 2010) conditions in the area. Aggregate dredging
in the region has been reported to remove 0.5 × 106 m3 from the Nash
sandbank every year (Lewis et al., 2014). Equally, climate change is
predicted to lead to sea level rise in the Irish Sea of 0.47m in the 21st Cen-
tury (Olbert et al., 2012). Various studies have predicted that storm
surges are likely to increase in both frequency and severity (Lowe and
Gregory, 2005; Lowe et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2008) and wave climate
may also become stormier via anthropogenic climate change.

These factors are not specific to the Bristol Channel; growing world
population and increased utilisation of the coastal zonemean appropri-
ate management strategies are essential worldwide (Dafforn et al.,
2015) and evidently climate change is a global phenomenon. The in-
creased capacity for coastal change and increased recognition that pres-
ervation of the current value and function of habitats is important
means that it is crucial to develop understanding to facilitate better
management. Developing understanding of storm event dynamics is
particularly important due to the magnitude of change that can occur
under such conditions and the predictions that extreme storms may in-
crease in frequency (Lionello et al., 2008).

This paper specifically addresses the impact of storm and surge
events on the morphology of offshore sandbanks in the Bristol Channel
using the numerical model MIKE3FM from the Danish hydraulic insti-
tute. Three sandbanks are modelled: the Helwick Bank, Scarweather
Sands and the Nash Bank (Fig. 1). Two storm events with similar
parameters (Hs, Tp, surge), one co-incident with spring tide and one
co-incident with neap tide are investigated to elucidate the difference
between the impacts of storms impacting at different stages of the
spring–neap cycle. Simulations consisting only of astronomical forcing
are also presented. This provides new understanding of the differences
in morphodynamics between storm wave and tidal forcing.

2. Study site

This study focusses on three sandbanks in the northern Bristol Chan-
nel, fromwest to east these are: Helwick, Scarweather andNash (Fig. 1).
All three sandbanks are around 10 km long with heights of about 20 m
above the surrounding seabed. The Helwick and Nash Banks are single
sandbanks, while the Scarweather Bank has two smaller associated

Fig. 2. Plots ofwave and hydrodynamic parameters for the time period of interest with the
two storms ringed in red.

Fig. 1.Amap showing the bathymetry of Swansea Baywith theMumbles tide gauge, Scarweather Sandswave buoy and studied sandbanksmarked (main panel) and amap of the United
Kingdom showing the location of Swansea Bay (right panel).
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banks further north. The banks are all headland associated sandbanks.
The Bristol Channel is an energetic megatidal environment: the mean
spring tidal range at the nearest tide gauge (Mumbles) is 8.5 m. The
difference in range between springs and neaps is substantial with the
mean neap range only 4 m (NTSLF, 2014). There is also a strong spring
neap variation in residual current speeds (Uncles, 2010). Tidal currents
in the region can cause modulation of wave heights in the area (Fairley
et al., 2014). Therefore one can expect the timing of storm events
through the spring neap cycle to be important.

The area is open to large swell and wind waves from the Atlantic:
fetch lengths exceed 6500 km from the west and south west which
coincide with the direction of the prevailing winds and approach of low
pressure systems. Correspondingly, prevailing wave directions are also
from the west to south west (HSE, 2001). It has been reported that in
the outer Bristol Channel, 75 km to the west of the studied area, signifi-
cant wave height exceeds 3 m for 10% of the time and the 50 year return
period wave is 18 m (Draper, 1991). Surges are common in the region
given the location and orientation of the funnel-shaped Bristol Channel.
Based on a numerical modelling study it has been reported that surge
levels in the general study region can exceed 1.5 m for a 50 year return
period, with associated surge currents of 0.2 m s−1 (Flather, 1987).

A range of previous work has investigated the dynamics of the sand-
banks in the region. Past work has investigated the formation and

maintenance of the banks (Pattiaratchi and Collins, 1987), sediment
transport in the vicinity (Pattiaratchi and Collins, 1988), shape of bed
forms on the banks (Schmitt andMitchell, 2014) and volumetric chang-
es (Lewis et al., 2014). It has been shown that the sand making up the
Helwick Bankwas deposited during the last glaciation and there is little
input from modern rivers (Schmitt and Mitchell, 2014).

Pattiaratchi and Collins (1987, 1988) have previously investigated
the Scarweather Sands Bank. They describe Scarweather as being at the
distal end of a sediment transport pathway, with the bank maintained
by tidal currents andwith sediment removed from the crest via wave ac-
tion (Pattiaratchi and Collins, 1988). In the region of Scarweather Sands,
the presence of waves increases the rate of sediment transport. Eastward
(up-channel) transport is increased under wave action, and in some
locations direction of sediment transport is changed or reversed by the
presence of waves (Pattiaratchi and Collins, 1988). Pattiaratchi and
Collins (1987) suggest Scarweather Sands is in equilibrium with the
current hydrodynamic regime based on measurements of currents,
bathymetry and sediment properties. They infer from asymmetry in the

Fig. 5. BGS sample points (○) and the grain size interpolated to the model mesh (colour
shading).

Fig. 4. Close-ups of mesh A over the sandbank areas for the three sandbanks, from top to bottom: Helwick, Scarweather and Nash.

Fig. 3. The model domain and mesh used for the hydrodynamic and sediment transport
simulations (mesh A).
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cross-bank profile that the western half is dominated by currents on the
southern flank and the eastern half by currents on the northern flank.
They suggest that the broader western end compared to the eastern
end is due to wave action from the SouthWest. Sand transport pathways
inferred frommega-ripples and sandwaves suggest a clockwise sediment
transport pathway around the bank. Residual current patterns are also in
a clockwise direction around the bank. Over the crest there is a reversing
flow on flood and ebb tides which is at an oblique angle to the longitudi-
nal axis of the sandbank.

Lewis et al. (2014) investigated the change in volumes of the Nash
and Helwick Banks between 1991 and 2002 using bathymetric survey
data. It is suggested that Helwick can be considered a wave dominated
bank and Nash a tidally dominated bank. It was found that both
sandbanks reduced in volume at a rate greater than the rate extracted
by the aggregates industry. They found that volume change correlated
well with the ‘effective’ wave climate, the duration in which wave
driven currents were greater than the critical threshold of motion.
The interannual variability is attributed to the number of storms
each year. Increased number of storm events lead to an increase in
volume at the Nash Bank and a reduction in volume at Helwick
Bank. It is postulated that this is due to the reduction from West to
East in wave height for a given storm along with an increase from
West to East in tidal velocity. 2D simulations of morphological
change over a cross-bank profile of Helwick Bank showed thatmorpho-
logical changes that occur at the peak of a storm are also dependent on
the water levels at that time.

3. Time period of interest

This contribution focusses on the impact of two storms from the ex-
ceptionally stormy winter of 2013/14. The neap tide storm peaked at
27/12/2013 07:30 and the spring tide storm peaked at 03/01/15
19:30. The hydrodynamic conditions during this period are shown in
Fig. 2 with the two storm events highlighted. Tidal data is taken from
the Mumbles tide gauge and wave data from the Scarweather Sands
wave buoy (for locations see Fig. 1). For both cases the peak significant
wave height reaches 5.6 m.

In order to put these two storms into context, the entire record of the
Scarweather Sands wave buoy (September 2005–November 2014) was
analysed for storm events. Storms were taken to be conditions when
wave heights exceed 2.7 m. The threshold value (2.7 m) is equal to
the mean wave height plus twice the standard deviation in the wave
record. No storm wave height threshold had previously been defined
for thewave buoy used and visually this value gave a reasonable season-
al spread of storm events. A peak finding routine was then used to find
peak wave heights over this value, a minimum separation of 36 h
between peaks was stipulated to ensure each peakwas an independent
storm event. Over the 9 year record 338 storms meeting these criteria
were identified, and when these were ordered by wave height, the
two analysed storms were ranked 6 and 7. The same analysis was
conducted for a 22-year record from the Turbot Bank buoy, situated
further west (51.603 N, 5.1 W), and showed that the two storms were
ranked 12 and 14 out of 598. These rankings show not only that the

Table 1
r2 and root mean square errors (RMSE) for wave parameters at the two sites at spring and neap tides.

Scarweather Hs Scarweather Tp Scarweather Dir Turbot Bank Hs Turbot Bank Tm

Spring Neap Spring Neap Spring Neap Spring Neap Spring Neap

r2 0.79 0.9 0.29 0.2 0.07 0.17 0.6 0.90 0.41 0.52
RMSE 0.33 0.33 3.1 3.4 12 12 0.78 0.6 1 1

Fig. 6. A comparison of modelled (−) and measured (*) wave conditions: A) wave height at Scarweather; B) peak period at Scarweather; C) direction at Scarweather; D) wave height at
Turbot Bank; and E) mean period at Turbot Bank.
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two storms are in the upper 2% of measured storm events but that they
are very similar in their peak wave height ranking with only the time
relative to the tidal cycle different.

4. Methodology

In this section the numerical model used, MIKE3, is briefly outlined
before modelling strategy, model domain, forcing, set up and validation
are described.

MIKE3 is a commercially available 3 dimensional coastal area model
with a range of modules for various applications. In this study three
modules are utilised: hydrodynamic; spectral waves and sand trans-
port. MIKEwas selected for the availability of an unstructuredmesh im-
plementation for all modules, reliable coupling between modules and
due to its well-regarded reputation. Unstructured meshes have the ad-
vantage that complex shorelines and bathymetries can bewell resolved
in regions of interest while computational power can be conserved by
lowering resolution away from the study area. Optimisation of comput-
er resources is of paramount practical importance when conducting
coupled modelling on a desktop PC. Equally good representation of
the shoreline and bathymetry around headland associated sandbanks
improves modelling of the residual circulation.

The hydrodynamicmodule solves the 3 dimensional incompressible
Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes equations with the assumptions of
Bousinesq and hydrostatic pressure (DHI, 2012a, 2012b). In this study
the higher order solution technique was used for both space and time.
Default parameterisations were used for eddy viscosity with a
Smagorinsky formulation (Smagorisky, 1963) for horizontal eddy
viscosity and a log law formulation for vertical eddy viscosity. Bed resis-
tancewas specified as roughness heightwith a value of 0.1m applied in
the outer region and a value of 0.05 m in the area of interest. Lower
values of bed resistance were tested but led to model instabilities.
Model instabilities were initially observed in the intertidal region of
Swansea Bay; this was due to the wide, shallow gradient, intertidal
region leading to isolatedwet elements and very shallowwet elements.
Past experience has shown that increasing flooding and wetting depths
removes this source of instability and hence flooding and wetting

depths were increased from the default values to 0.15 m and 0.3 m
respectively which rectified the error.

The spectral wave module simulates wave transformation over the
model domain based on the wave action conservation equation
(Sorenson et al., 2004). A fully spectral formulationwith an instationary
time formulation was used. Default settings were used for most param-
eters: frequency discretisation was logarithmic and directional
discretisation a 360° rose with 24 directions; white-capping, diffraction
and quadratic wave–wave interactions were included but triad interac-
tions were omitted.

Within MIKE3 different sediment transport formulae are used
depending on whether waves are present in the simulation or not. For
pure current cases the theories of Van Rijn (1984a, 1984b) for bed
load and suspended load are used. For the cases with waves present, a
quasi 3-D approach is utilised to compute total load transport based
on a previously computed look-up table. To compute the look-up
table, total load is calculated for a range of wave and current conditions
by calculating bed-load using Englund and Fredsoe (1976) and
suspended load using Fredsoe et al. (1985).

4.1. Modelling strategy

Four key tests were run for this study: storm and surge over a spring
tide; storm and surge over a neap tide; and reference tests over the
same time period with solely astronomical tidal forcing. The neap tide
simulation started at 24/12/13 00:00:00 and ran until 31/12/13
00:00:00. Results are considered for the two tidal cycles over the peak
of the storm between 26/12/13 18:20 and 27/12/13 19:50. The spring
tide simulation started at 30/12/13 00:00:00 and ran until 04/01/14

Table 2
r2 and root mean square errors (RMSE) for water level at the two sites at spring and neap
tides.

Mumbles neap Mumbles spring Ilfracombe neap Ilfracombe spring

r2 0.9 0.96 0.9 0.96
RMSE 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7

Fig. 7.Measured and modelled water levels for A) Mumbles spring tide, B)Mumbles neap tide, C) Ilfracombe spring tide and D) Ilfracombe neap tide.
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21:40:00. For the spring tide test results are considered for the two tidal
cycles between 03/01/14 01:20:00 and 04/01/14 02:00:00. Bed mor-
phology was held constant until the start of the results period (onset
of storm) to ensure that for comparison of changes between tests all
the simulations had the same starting bed level.

For the astronomical forcing tests, only the sediment transport and
hydrodynamic module was used. These were run in a fully coupled
mode. For the simulations with waves present, the hydrodynamic and
sediment transport models were run fully coupled with offline forcing
from a previously run wave simulation. The reason for this approach
was that the density of mesh required to produce sufficiently high
resolution results for morphological change (mesh A) was such that
the computational time to run a wave simulation was prohibitively
high. Instead a coarser mesh (mesh B) was used to simulate wave
conditions. The procedure used was:

• Run hydrodynamic simulation on mesh A
• Run spectral wave simulation on mesh B with tidal current and level
forcing from the previous hydrodynamic run

• Re-run the hydrodynamic simulation on mesh A, coupled with the
sediment transport module and with forcing from the spectral wave
model results.

Themajor drawback of such an approach is that waves are not influ-
enced by the changing bathymetry over the model run. However, since
a fully coupled runwas predicted to take several thousand hours on the

available desktop workstation, this approach is deemed appropriate for
pragmatic reasons.

Cohesive sediment transport was neglected in this study despite
there being a substantial quantity of finer sediment in the region and
high suspended loads under certain conditions. This was in part due to
the computational expense and in part due to the lack of available
data on cohesive and suspended sediment. Equally, cohesive sediment
is less relevant to the offshore sandbanks than to other environments
in the region.

4.2. Model domain and meshes

Themodel domain covers from10°W to 2°Wand from50°N to 53°N,
thereby encapsulating the Bristol Channel, the southern Irish Sea and
the Celtic Sea. Vertical resolution is based on seven sigma layers.
Horizontal resolution is catered for with a flexible unstructured mesh:
formesh A the element area ranged from a value of 0.015°2 for the coars-
est area to 2 × 10−6°2 in the sandbank areas. This equates to node sepa-
ration distances of between 19 km in the outer region and 200 m in the
finest areas. Variation inmesh areawas keptwell below the limit of a fac-
tor of 10 between adjacent regions that is suggested byDHI for stable and
accurate model runs. The sandbank regions were then further refined
based on water depth. Fig. 3 shows the entire mesh and Fig. 4 shows a
close-up of mesh A over the three sandbanks. Mesh B used the same
boundaries and bathymetry as mesh A. The specified mesh sizes were
also kept the same, the only difference was that there was no further
depth based refinements in the sandbank regions.

Fig. 9.Maximum current speeds for A) neap astronomical tide, B) spring astronomical tide, C) neap storm and surge, and D) spring storm and surge.

Fig. 8.A)Meanwave heights for the neap tide event, B) difference inmeanwave height between the neap and spring storm event, C)maximumwave height for the neap storm event, and
D) difference in maximumwave height between the neap and spring storm event.
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Two sources of bathymetry were used in this study: for the wider
area where no finer bathymetry data was available GEBCO (Hall,
2006) gridded bathymetrywas used; for the area of interest bathymetry
was downloaded from the UKHO inspire portal (UKHO, 2014). The
GEBCO bathymetry is referenced to mean sea level. The data from the
UKHO inspire portal is referenced to chart datum and therefore the
UK vertical offshore reference framework (VORF) (Iliffe et al., 2013)
was used to translate these data to mean sea level. VORF (Iliffe et al.,
2013) provides a set of surfaces that allows for translation between
different datums (MSL, LAT, and CD) around the UK coast.

4.3. Model forcing and sediment data

The reference models of astronomical tides alone are forced at the
open boundaries with water level from DHI's global tidal atlas
(Anderson, 1995, 1999). Based on comparison with readings from 102
tide gauges, the model shows RMS differences of between 1.1 cm and
2.51 cm for the O1, K1, S2, and M2 constituents (Anderson, 1995).
Coriolis forcing and tidal potential are applied across the model domain
(DHI, 2012a, 2012b).

For the storm and surge models: atmospheric forcing (wind and
pressure) from the ECWMF ERA-interim dataset (Dee et al., 2011) is
applied across the domain; wave forcing for the offshore boundaries is
also taken from the ERA-interim dataset. ERA-interim is a global reanal-
ysis dataset which uses sequential data assimilation. The methodology
and outputs have been rigorously evaluated (Dee et al., 2011). The
data assimilation uses satellite scatterometers (ERS-1, ERS-2, Quikscat)
to provide surface wind vector fields over oceanic waters, ocean wave
predictions are constrained using satellite altimetry wave height
observations from ENVISAT, JASON-1 and JASON-2 (Dee et al., 2011).
ERA-interim wave parameters and 10 m wind speeds are reported to
show a marked improvement relative to the previous ERA-40 reanaly-
sis, and the overall quality of wave parameters in the ERA-interim
dataset is equal to the operational analysis of 2005 (Dee et al., 2011).
Water levels at the boundaries are taken from a North Atlantic model
which was run in MIKE with tidal boundaries from DHI's global tidal
atlas and atmospheric forcing from the ECMWF ERA interim. Mesh
resolution at the boundaries varies between 0.015 and 0.02°2 and
therefore was equal to or finer than the mesh resolution of mesh A at
the boundaries.

For all model runs an input was included for the River Severn at the
most inland limit of the model domain. The River Severn is the longest
river in the UK and hence has a considerable discharge rate. The mean
annual discharge rate of 107 m3/s at the lowest river gauge on the
River Severn (CEH, 2014) was applied to the model.

Sediment data is interpolated into a regular grid covering themodel
domain from a BGS dataset (British Geological Survey, 2013) using the
Matlab griddata function with natural neighbour interpolation. A close
up of the dataset and interpolation to model grid in the region of inter-
est is shown in Fig. 5. There were sediment sampling limitations over
the sandbanks, however comparison with datasets reported by
Pattiaratchi and Collins (1987), Schmitt (2006) and Schmitt and
Mitchell (2014) give confidence to the sediment grain size values
utilised in this model. At the Helwick Bank, interpolation of the BGS
data gave a median grain size of 0.35 mm over the entire bank area.
This is very similar to the values reported by Schmitt and Mitchell
(2014) who state that median grain size is 0.35 mm on the crest of
the bank, 0.36 mm on the northern flank and 0.43 mm on the southern
flank. At Scarweather Sands, Pattiaratchi and Collins (1987) reported
that sediment is very well sorted fine to medium grained sand with
mean grain sizes between Φ 1.6 and Φ 2.3 (0.2–0.32 mm) which gets
finer towards the crest of the bank. In the BGS dataset, grain size values
at Scarweather range from 0.2 to 0.4 mm. Schmitt (2006) reported,
based on high spatial resolution sampling, that on the Nash sandbank
median grain size varies from 0.2 to 0.5 mm (average d50 = 0.35) and
that coarser sand and gravel is measured away from the sandbank.

Themore sparsely sampledBGS data available to thiswork shows a sim-
ilar pattern with median grainsize of 0.35 mm over the Nash Bank and
coarse material further offshore and in the Nash passage.

Fig. 11. Residual currents at the Scarweather Bank for A) neap astronomical forcing, B)
spring astronomical forcing, C) neap storm and surge forcing and D) spring storm and
surge forcing.

Fig. 10. Residual currents at the Nash Bank for A) neap astronomical forcing, B) spring as-
tronomical forcing, C) neap stormand surge forcing andD) spring storm and surge forcing.
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4.4. Model validation

Water level validation was conducted for two tide gauges at Mum-
bles and Ilfracombe. Validation of wave parameters was conducted at
the Scarweather (Hs, Tp, Direction) and Turbot Bank (Hs, Tz) wave
buoys. The locations of the Mumbles tide gauge and Scarweather
wave buoy are shown in Fig. 1. The other two validation points are out-
side of the map extent. The Turbot Bank buoy is located further west at
51.603N, 5.1W. The Ilfracombe tide gauge is on the southern side of the
Bristol Channel (51.21 N, 4.11 W).

Measured andmodelledwave parameters are shown in Fig. 6 for the
spring tide storm event. Parameters at Scarweather Sands are shown on
the left hand side and Turbot Bank on the right. Directional information
isn't shown for the Turbot Bank buoy because the buoy is non-
directional. Correlation and error metrics for these buoys for both the
spring and neap events are shown in Table 1. The r2 value is significant
at or above the 95% threshold for all parameters. For both buoys, the
wave height is largely well replicated. The timing of the storm event is
correct but the magnitude of the storm peak is under-represented;
this is the same for the neap event (not shown). At both buoy locations,
the values of the modelled period are similar to the measured values.
For the wave buoy at Scarweather Sands, there are two episodes of
short duration when the modelled wave period drops while the
measured period remains constant. For other similar occurrences of
reduction in peak period both modelled and measured periods are in
agreement. The drops inwave period are semi-diurnal and it is postulat-
ed are caused by wave–current interaction. These drops in period are
not evident for the Turbot Bank buoy in either measured or modelled
data and thus the period is better modelled at this location. This is

evident both visually and in the error metrics (Table 1). The direction
is less well modelled with a bias of about 10°.

Measured and modelled water levels are shown in Fig. 7. Visually,
the model is performing adequately but there is an observable lag
between model and measured data. The lag is approximately 30 min.
Table 2 provides r2 and RMSE values for Mumbles and Ilfracombe on
spring and neap tides. It is interesting to note that the values are the
same for the two different sites. The RMSE values are not that good
due to the observed lag. However, removing the lag in the data
improves the accuracy: the RMSE reduces to ~0.3 m and the r2 values
exceed 0.99. Given the locations of the tide gauges in shallow and com-
plex (harbour) regions, this model performance is considered good.

5. Results

The results are split into three sections: model results for wave and
hydrodynamic conditions are presented; the resulting residual sedi-
ment transport patterns are shown before the bed level changes and
volume changes are compared. For both the spring and neap case,
with and without storm and surge, the two tidal cycles covering the
peak of the storm and surge are considered.

5.1. Wave and hydrodynamic results

Fig. 8 shows a spatial plot of the mean and maximum wave heights
for the neap storm event in the left hand panels and differences be-
tween the neap and spring storm events in the right hand panels.
Wave heights, both mean and maximum values are greatest in the
west and reduce towards the east. This means that the Helwick Bank

Fig. 12. Bedload residuals for the Helwick Bank. Vectors indicate direction and colour magnitude. A) Neap astronomical; B) spring astronomical; C) neap storm and surge; and D) spring
storm and surge.
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experiences the greatest wave energy and the Nash Bank the least with
Scarweather being between the two. For the mean wave height, wave
heights are greater over most of the area of interest for the spring tide
event apart from over the crest of the Scarweather and Nash sandbanks.
The difference is small, being less than 0.2 m over most of the domain.
The higher mean wave height over the crests for the neap tide event
is due to greater water depths at low tide leading to lesser depth limited
breaking. Maximum wave heights are greater over all three sandbanks
for the spring tide event.

Fig. 9 showsmaximum current speeds for the four tested cases. Cur-
rent speeds from the astronomical runs increase fromwest to east. Peak
currents are about 0.75 m s−1 greater for the spring astronomic tide
compared to the neap astronomic tide over the three sandbanks. For
the astronomical forcing, peak currents at the sandbanks increase
from Helwick in the west to Nash in the east. When wave and surge is
included the patterns of maximum current alter with greatest currents
over the sandbanks. The westernmost bank, Helwick, has the greatest
current speed and this speed is similar for the neap and spring tide
events. Maximum current speeds over the sandbanks when waves are
included reduce from west to east. The reduction in current speed
over the bank is greater for the neap tide compared to the spring tide.
Maximum current speeds for the wave and surge case are more similar
to the astronomical case for the Nash Bank (furthest east).

The results from this section indicate that the Helwick Bank is more
likely to be wave dominated whereas the Nash Bank is more likely to
undergo greater influence from tidal forcing.

5.2. Residual sediment transport pathways

In this section residual sediment transport pathways are presented.
In all cases the figures show residual transport directions as vectors and
themagnitude of the residual as colour shading. Contour lines show the
model bathymetry.

Fig. 10 shows the bed load residuals for the Nash Bank for the differ-
ent tests. Note that for clarity of figure the westernmost section of the

bank is not shown. For the neap astronomical tide residual total load
pathways are in a clockwise direction around the bank. For the eastern
portion of the bank pathways over the crest are from north to south and
for thewestern portion pathways over the crest are from south to north.
The neap storm and surge event shows the residual gyre is disrupted
with residual transport pathways from west to east (up-estuary) for
both sides of the sandbank andmuch of thewider area. Transport path-
ways are fromnorth to south over the crest of the bank. The east towest
portion of the residual gyre is observable on thewesternmost section of
the bank for the spring tide storm and surge event. There is also east to
west residuals further offshore. Unlike the astronomical tide cases,
transport over the crest is from north to south along the entire crest.

Magnitude of the residual transport is greatest over the crest of the
bank. The magnitude is greatest for the spring astronomical tide case.
For the storm and surge cases the magnitude is greatest on the eastern
(shallowest) end of the bank where wave action is more dominant. For
the astronomical casesmagnitude of residual is greatest at either end of
the bank.

Fig. 11 shows the same set of figures for Scarweather Sands. For the
neap tide case, there is a clockwise gyre for themain sandbank and less
defined patterns for the two associated sandbanks. Residual pathways
are from north to south on the western, wider section of the crest and
from south to north on the eastern narrower section of the crest. In
general, away from the banks the residual total load transport is in an
east to west direction. To the north of the sandbanks this is in a North
Westerly direction, following the Swansea Bay coastline. For the spring
astronomical case, similar patterns are evident. However, the residual

Fig. 14. Bed level changes for the four cases at Scarweather Sands: A) neap astronomical;
B) spring astronomical; C) neap storm and surge; and D) spring storm and surge. Black
lines indicate bathymetric contours and colour shading the bed level change.

Fig. 13. Bed level changes for the four cases at Nash Bank: A) neap astronomical; B) spring
astronomical; C) neap stormand surge; andD) spring stormand surge. Black lines indicate
bathymetric contours and colour shading the bed level change.
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gyre round the main bank is better defined and there are similar
clockwise gyres around the two subsidiary banks. There is a greater
convergence of pathways on the eastern half of the crest (pathways
directed onto the crests from both northern and southern flanks).

For the neap storm and surge event residual transport pathways are
directed towards the bank from the north. Residual pathways over the
main bank are from east to west. There is still a small residual gyre
which is only over the western portion of the bank. On the eastern
(shallower) portion transport is from west to east on both flanks. Over
the crest there is a southward component to the residual pathways.
The same pattern is evident for the spring storm and surge event
although there is not the same transport directed towards the bank
from the north.

Fig. 12 shows the residual total load transport patterns for the
Helwick Bank. Note that the variation in values between the different
scenarios mean that colour maps span different ranges for the different
sub-plots. For the neap astronomical tide there is a clockwise residual
around the bank. The west to east residual is confined to the northern
flank,whereas the east towest residual to the south covers amuch larg-
er area and extends to the south of the bank. The residual over the crest
of the bank is towards the northwest. The same pattern is shown for the
spring astronomical tide.

For the both the spring andneap tide storm and surge events there is
still a clockwise residual however the residual over the crest of the bank
is directed towards the south east. The westward directed residual on
the southern flank is confined to the flank itself with eastward residual
pathways further south.

Magnitude of residual is again greatest over the crest for all cases. For
the storm conditions this is focussed on the western, most wave ex-
posed, end of the bank, whereas the astronomical residuals are similar
along the entire crest. Spring and neap storm case residuals are similar

in magnitude. Maximum residual magnitudes are 10 times less for the
neap astronomical case and slightly less for the spring astronomical
case.

5.3. Bed level and volume change

Fig. 13 presents bed level change for the four test cases at the Nash
Bank. For all plots of bed level change, it should be noted that scales
are not consistent between sub-plots in order to best display the
modelled changes. For the Nash sandbank, patterns of bed level change
are similar for all four test cases: there is accretion on the southern flank
and erosion on the northern flank. This is focussed on the eastern end of
the sandbank. The magnitude of change differs however. Changes are
greater for the spring astronomical tide case compared to the neap
astronomical tide case, and over the areas of defined change this differ-
ence is of the order 0.1 m. For the two storm cases, the magnitude and
shape of change is similar. The neap tide event shows greater change
over the crest while there is greater change on the spring tide over the
southern flank. It is suggested that the similarity in direction of change
is due to the fact that despite residual transport pathways changing
for the storm cases, over the eastern end of the bank they are always
from north to south.

Fig. 14 presents the same for Scarweather Sands. The neap and
spring astronomical cases show similar patterns with accretion on the
north-western side and accretion on the south eastern side of the
crest of the main sandbank. There is similar change over the crest of
the secondary sandbank. Maximum bed level change approaches
0.25 m. The change over the spring tide is greater in magnitude (at
most 0.15 m greater) and spread over a larger area.

Changes over the storm events are similar for both spring and neap
tides. Changes are largely constrained to the sandbank crests. For both

Fig. 15. Bed level changes for the four cases at Helwick Bank: A) neap astronomical; B) spring astronomical; C) neap storm and surge; and D) spring storm and surge. Black lines indicate
bathymetric contours and colour shading the bed level change.
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the spring and neap storm events, accretion occurs on the south-eastern
flank and erosion on the north western flank. This is the opposite direc-
tion of change to the tide only events, although the locations of change
are not identical. Maximum bed level change approaches 0.75 m for
both cases. The relative impact of the storm is greater for the neap
tide event with changes being 5 times greater than the tide only change
compared to 2 times greater for the spring tide event.

The Helwick Bank (Fig. 15) is the furthestwest of the sandbanks: it is
more exposed to wave conditions but tidal currents are lower. For the
neap astronomical case, changes are small, being less than 0.05 m.
There is slight accretion on the northern crest of the bank and slight
erosion on the southern flank. For the spring astronomical case the
change is double that of the neap tide case: bed level changes are
around 0.1 m. There is erosion on the southern flank and accretion on
the crest and northern flank. The changes over the storm events are
largely constrained to the crest of the sandbank, in depths less than
15 m, and the patterns are more defined. The change is the opposite
direction to the tide only case with accretion on the southern side of
the crest and erosion on the northern side. Patterns of change are spread
over a slightly wider area for the neap tide event. In both cases magni-
tude of maximum bed level change is around 0.4 m.

The bed level changes and sediment transport pathways are
summarised in a conceptual fashion in Fig. 16. Distinction is made
between tidal and storm driven conditions but not spring and neap
cases. Tidally driven sediment transport pathways are shown as arrows
of orange outline while storm driven sediment transport is shown as
black hatched arrows. Bed level changes for the tidal scenarios are
shown as solid colours with blue for areas of erosion and yellow for
areas of accretion. For Scarweather Sands and the Helwick Bank,
where storm driven changes oppose tidally driven changes, storm
driven changes are marked with cross-hatched areas: blue for erosion
and red for accretion. For all storm cases, sediment transport pathways
are altered from the tide alone case and areas of maximum change are
focussed on the sandbank crest. For the Nash Bank the direction is the
same as the tidal case whereas for the other two cases the direction of
change over the crest of the bank is opposite.

Fig. 17 presents relative volume change for the three banks over the
4 test cases. For reference, absolute volume changes are presented in
Table 3. Volume change is calculated for areas of the bank shallower
than −15 m MSL for the Scarweather and Nash Banks and for areas
shallower than −20 m MSL for the Helwick Bank which has a deeper
crest. Volumes are expressed as percentage changes of the total volume
to allow better comparison between sandbanks. In general changes are
small being less than 1% for the storm events and less than 0.03% for the
astronomical changes. For all cases the storm events lead to a reduction
in sandbank volume; for the Helwick and Nash Banks the magnitude of
the reduction is similar and for both banks the neap tide event shows
slightly greater reduction.

6. Discussion

This work has used a numerical model, MIKE3, to investigate storm
impacts on the morpho-dynamics of offshore sandbanks. The model
was validated against tide gauges and wave buoys close to the study
area. Validation showed a good agreement betweenmodelled andmea-
sured data. There was a lag of 1/2 h between measured and modelled
data, this could be due to inaccuracies in the bathymetry or bed resis-
tance of the wider domain, particularly in the upper limits of the Severn
Estuary. Equally the location of tidal gauges in shallow water and com-
plex topographymeans that themodel will not accurately represent the
local area. While in general the wave model was observed to perform
well, therewas anunder representation of thepeak stormwave heights.
Such under representation has been observed in various other model
studies for a range of locations worldwide (Akpinar et al., 2012; Bidlot
et al., 2002; Cardone et al., 1996; Sandhya et al., 2014). The missing
peak is of the same duration as the time step between successive

wind field inputs and therefore some under-representation could be
due to insufficient wind data, as has previously been suggested
(Sandhya et al., 2014). Spatial resolution of wind data, too low peak
wind speeds and lack of consideration of gustiness can also contribute
to inaccuracies in modelled wave height (Cavaleri, 2009). The model
formulation is also likely to lead to under prediction of storm wave
heights due to inaccurate formulations for non-linear energy transfer
and for whitecapping (Cavaleri, 2009). Typically formulations of non-
linear interactions lead to over-distribution of energy in frequency and
direction, reducing the peak wave height (Cavaleri, 2009).

The model was only partially coupled for simulations including
waves due to computational restrictions. While the hydrodynamic
model and the sediment transport/morphology model were on-line
coupled, the wave forcing was off-line. This means that the hydrody-
namic forcing and sediment transport adapts to the changingmorphol-
ogy but the wave forcing does not. Wave forcing consists of radiation
stresses fed into the hydrodynamic model and wave parameters direct-
ly to the sediment transport model. For the Helwick Bank, maximum
bed level changes are less than 5% of the mean water depth at the
location of maximum change and the bank is continually submerged
meaning that the lack of fully coupled wave forcing is unlikely to
make a significant difference to results. For the Nash and Scarweather
Banks, maximum bed level changes correspond to 15% of the mean
water depth and the areas are emergent at low tide for the spring
case, therefore there is greater likelihood of modelling errors. However,
it has been suggested that uncoupled models are adequate for compar-
ative studies and for assessing the difference between storm,
background wave and tidal forcing (de Vriend et al., 1993). Therefore
it is believed that the results presented here are still relevant, despite
the likelihood of some deviations from actuality.

This work corroborates findings by Pattiaratchi and Collins (1988),
who analysed Scarweather Sands and found that residual sediment
transport occurs in a clockwise direction for astronomical forcing. This

Fig. 16.A conceptual diagram showing sediment transport pathways and bed level change
for the three sandbanks: Nash (upper panel); Scarweather (middle panel) and Helwick
(bottom panel). Tidally driven sediment transport pathways are shown as arrows of or-
ange outline; storm driven shown as black hatched arrows. Bed level changes for the
tidal scenarios are shown as solid colours with blue for areas of erosion and yellow for
areas of accretion. Storm driven changes are marked with cross-hatched areas: blue for
erosion and red for accretion.
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is the case for all tested sandbanks at both spring and neap tides. Under
storm conditions these residuals are altered. More recently, repeat
multibeam and single-beam surveys have been conducted at the Nash
and Helwick Banks by Schmitt (2006), Schmitt and Mitchell (2014),
Scmitt et al. (2007), and Schmitt et al. (2008), focussing on themorphol-
ogy and dynamics of sand waves on the banks to infer sediment
transport. Sand dunes have been found on the flanks of the Helwick
Bank, which are classified as very large, based on the designation of
Ashley (1990). These have lee slopes orientated to the east on the
northern flank and to the west on the southern flank which indicates
clockwise residual sediment transport (Schmitt and Mitchell, 2014).
To the east of the Helwick Bank, between the bank and the land are
fields of sand dunes with crests running from southwest to northeast.
Their shape indicates south-eastward transport of sediment (Scmitt
et al., 2007). The results are derived from dune morphology for sedi-
ment transport direction support and give confidence to the numerical-
ly modelled sediment transport pathways presented in this paper for
the Helwick Bank. Maps of erosion and accretion for the Helwick Bank
over one year (Schmitt and Mitchell, 2014) show broadly similar
patterns of change as the results presented here for the astronomical
cases. The resolution of the results presented in Schmitt and Mitchell
(2014) is insufficient to show the storm scale changes which are
shown to be highly focussed on the crest in the results contained here.
An interesting phenomenon was observed at the Helwick Bank where
sand dunes on either flank were connected over the crest, despite the
dunes on each flank travelling in the opposite directions. It is postulated
(Schmitt andMitchell, 2014) that wave action causes re-connection be-
tween successive dunes. They report thatwave induced currents exceed
tidal currents for 25% of the time on the Northern flank and for 50% of
the time on the crest, wave direction is parallel to the line of the sand
dune crests and hence promotes dune parallel sand transport and
crest re-connection. Less detailed morphological information was
available at the Nash Bank, nevertheless Schmitt (2006) drew some
conclusions about the Nash Bank: analysis of dune morphology and
migration showed a clockwise residual circulation around the bank;
low amplitude and long wavelength sand dunes on the crestal escarp-
ment indicate the importance of wave breaking to sediment transport
over the crest; and consideration of bathymetric variation suggested a
relatively constant erosion of the bank. These findings support the
results of the current numerical modelling; in particular, despite being

themost tidally dominated bank tested, wave effects are still important
at Nash Bank.

Bed level changes over the crest of the banks for storm and surge
events are greater in magnitude and in the opposite direction to the as-
tronomically forced change for the Helwick and Scarweather Banks. It is
therefore postulated that episodic storm conditions help to maintain
the location and shape of the crest of these sandbanks against the long
term background impact of astronomically forced changes and could
be a factor in sandbank maintenance for wave exposed environments.

Bed level changes at theNash Bank are in the same direction for both
astronomical and storm events. This is due to similarities in the residual
sediment transport pathways between both cases andmay be related to
the increased tidal currents and reduced wave heights relative to the
other banks. For the Nash Bank tidal forcing is dominant with wave
action enhancing transport.

Erosion and deposition of sediment under storm conditions can
affect grain sizes with finer grain sizes removed from the crest and
deposited in more sheltered areas (Houthuys et al., 1994). Model
outputs are not available to test this, however it would suggest a
re-distribution of finer material towards the flanks. Pattiaratchi and
Collins (1987) found that grain sizes became increasingly fine towards
the crest at Scarweather and therefore any storm induced coarsening
of crestal sediment must be matched by transport of finer material to
the crest under low energy conditions. One aspect that has not been
considered is the rates of volume change under low energywave condi-
tions. Under such conditionswave actionmay enhance sedimentmobil-
ity without altering pathways from the tide-only cases and hence rates
of volume increase on the banks may be greater than the tested cases
under some conditions.

Lewis et al. (2014) have found that the volume of the Nash Bank in-
creases in years with numerous storms. For the storms studied here all
banks are reduced in volume over storm events. For both the Nash and
Helwick Banks volume changes are greater for the neap tide event
whereas for the Scarweather Sands bank reductions are greater for the
spring tide event. The Nash and Helwick Banks are more similar mor-
phologically, whereas the Scarweather Bank is further offshore from
the coast, with additional secondary banks. Under neap tide conditions
there is a residual sand transport towards the bank from the north
which may provide a sediment supply that reduces the erosion under
neap storm and surge conditions and leads to this disparity.

For the Helwick Bank (lowest tidal currents) there is a volume
increase for both astronomical caseswith greater increase for the spring
tide; for the Scarweather Bank, while there are still increases in volume,
the increase is less and the neap tide increase is greater; for the Nash
Bank (greatest tidal currents) there is an increase in volume for the
neap astronomical case but a reduction in volume for the spring astro-
nomical case. The relative increase in volume for the neap tide case in-
creases from west to east (increasing maximum current speed and
also tidal range). Given that there are clockwise residual gyres for all
banks under spring and neap astronomical forcing, it is perhaps unsur-
prising that volume changes scale with current speeds and tidal range.
There is a large difference between spring and neap tidal ranges in the
area which may account for the difference between spring and neap
tidal changes.

7. Conclusions

This work provides insights into a previously under-studied area:
the impact of extreme storms on offshore sandbanks. Developing un-
derstanding of storm impacts is important for the proper management
of these environments and allows understanding of the relative impact
of both climate change and industrial activity. Here, three sandbanks in
the same area are studied which have differences in relative wave and
tidal forcing and in morphological settings. Storms alter residual
currents over the sandbanks, altering or removing the tidally forced
clockwise residual gyre. For the two more wave dominated banks

Table 3
Volume changes for the three sandbanks under different conditions (×103 m3).

Neap
astronomical

Spring
astronomical

Neap
storm

Spring
storm

Helwick 636 2060 −6115 −4452
Scarweather 2520 1890 −6626 −10,265
Nash 720 −1082 −3941 −2684

Fig. 17. Relative volume changes as percentages of total bank volume for the three banks
and the four different cases.
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storm conditions act to force opposite patterns of bed level change over
the crest of the bank compared to astronomically forced change but
with greater magnitude. For the more tidally dominated bank patterns
of bed level change are similar for both storm and astronomical
conditions.

There are clear links between tidal conditions at the banks and
astronomically forced volume change: as maximum tidal currents
(and tidal range) increase the magnitude of volume increase for neap
tide increaseswhile the volume change at spring tide goes frompositive
to negative. Storm induced volume changes are similar for the eastern-
most and western-most banks, which are morphologically similar, and
different for the central bank which is different morphologically. This
suggests that under storm conditions morphology and setting is more
important than relative contributions of wave and tidal forcing.
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